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UBC geography student Mila Mezei goes north: This summer, UBC student Mila Mezei
went further north than she had ever been in her life. Mezei, a third year environment and
sustainability geography major, was part of a two-week Arctic expedition to the Torngat
Mountains National Park, a national reserve that comprises almost 10,000 square kilometres
of the Northern Labrador Mountains. The trip centred on the Torngat Mountains National Park,
which is home to students, researchers and tourists throughout the summer months. Mezei’s
time there allowed her to do everything from enjoy a barbecue of fresh Arctic char and
bannock to hiking up mountains and past fjords to helping geologists and oceanographers
conduct their research. “But the main point [of the expedition],” said Mezei, “was to learn as
much about the Arctic region as possible, and then come back and share what we learned and
encourage people to get up there at some point.” Mezei came across the opportunity when
applying to be a Youth Ambassador at Parks Canada, which currently has a three-year
agreement with SOI to sponsor 13 student participants for the yearly expeditions. With her
interest in geography, environmental issues and the Polar Regions, Mezei found the
opportunity a perfect fit. The Ubyssey
U Ottawa PhD candidate Robert Way shows Labrador is heating up: Robert Way of
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, a PhD student in the University of Ottawa’s geography department,
has just published an extensive study that indicates climate change has accelerated in
Labrador at double the rate of the rest of the world over the past century. Way and a team of
researchers compiled all available weather station data for Labrador covering the period 18812011. The research notes that over the past century, temperatures in Labrador have increased
by a degree and a half. While that may not appear to be an alarming rate of change, Way says
it is when compared to the global rate — 0.8°C over the past century. Much of this change has
occurred during the winter, Way says, with the temperature rising by an average of two
degrees. Way, who is of Inuit descent, has a master’s of science from Memorial University
where he studied the climatic sensitivity of Torngat Mountain glaciers. “One of the things I
noticed when I was doing my master’s on glaciers in the Torngat Mountains was that it’s only
been in recent years that the flies were particularly bad there. Before that, there weren’t many
flies at all. And that’s probably related to the recent warmer springs and warmer summers.”
The Telegram

U Northern British Columbia’s Brian Menounos on accelerating glacier melt: Anyone
hiking in the Coast Mountains off the B.C. coast this summer may have noticed some dramatic
changes to the landscape. Brian Menounos, an associate professor of geography at the
University of Northern British Columbia, says he is aware that the rate of glacial retreat
appears to be accelerating in many cases. "We know that many of these mountain glaciers are
not long for this world," Menounos told CBC News. Glaciers like Decker Glacier near Whistler
end in a low-angled slope, which means what's left of the glacier ice may suddenly melt into a
lake. Steeper sloped glaciers are also rapidly retreating thanks to hot summers and winters
that bring little new snow. If the overall warmer-and-drier trend continues, most of B.C.'s
glaciers will gone by the end of this century, he said. That means some B.C. places, like
Glacier National Park near Revelstoke, might consider changing their names. "You know,
without glaciers, I'm not sure what a suitable name for that particular region would be." CBC
News
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News from the Canadian Geophysical Union
Canadian Geophysical Union forms new Earth Surface Processes Section
A new Earth Surface Processes Section (ESPS) of the Canadian Geophysical Union (CGU) was
approved at the CGU annual meeting year in May 2014. The formation of CGU-ESPS recognizes the
growing importance of earth surface processes within Canadian geoscience and internationally, and the
relevance of surface processes in the past, present and future landscapes of Earth. The scope of the
new section is essentially the grand challenges in earth surface dynamics identified in the NAC
"Landscapes on the Edge" report (NAP, 2010) with particular focus on Canadian contexts and including
issues relating to human agency. CGU-ESPS will focus on research and promotion of this area of
geosciences through regular conferences and education initiatives, including communication among
researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
Call for ESPS session proposals for the Joint Assembly, Montreal, 3-7 May 2015
CGU-ESPS will officially begin its activities, in collaboration with other focus groups (e.g., CGRG, AGUEPSP), at the Joint-Assembly (AGU-GAC-MAC-CGU) in Montreal, Quebec, 3-7 May 2015. Sessions
will include plenary/town hall and keynote presentations and discussions of the scope and significance
of ESPS activities, an open poster session and several themed sessions. The call for session proposals
comes online at the end of August and we encourage you to think about possible sessions and discuss
these with your colleagues. We welcome all session proposals that fit with the scope of CGU-ESPS
interests and we look forward to a lively and stimulating meeting in a pleasant and engaging city.
You can read more about the CGU-ESPS at our webpage. Session proposal inquires can be directed
to CGU-ESPS president Peter Ashmore (pashmore@uwo.ca). On-line session proposals for the Joint
Assembly will commence soon. Montreal is a beautiful city, particularly in the Spring, we look forward
to seeing you there!

Other “Geographical” News
As glaciers melt, bodies resurface: The reappearance of a long-lost bodies in glaciers isn’t a new
thing and will likely become more common as global climate change melts more ice, revealing the
frozen corpses of people thought to be missing forever. Glacier Hub
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The hardest job for graduates? Finding a job: Baffling interview questions, endless job applications
and frustrating rejections – graduates face a tough time trying to secure their first job after university.
The vast majority do, eventually, find work, but often it is in a different field to their degree. The
Guardian

Some not so “Geographical” News

The CAG works for geographers on Twitter. Keep up-to-date by following @CanGeographers
GeogNews Archives: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/dept/cag/geognews/geognews.html
@CanGeographers Weekly: https://paper.li/CanGeographers/1394987315
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